
Day Two 
September 11 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

The World Trade Center in New York City 

About 20,000 people worked in each tower 

They did not know if their friends and co-workers 

President Bush spoke to the nation that night 

an apparent terrorist attack 

collapsed  kuh | LAPST 

Pentagon  PEN | tuh | gahn  

nation              NAY | shun 

apparent             uh | PAIR | ent 

terrorist              TAIR | er | ist 

Al Qaeda AL     KY | duh

Decoding practice:

Label the vowels in these longer words. Write a V above each vowel. Then write the 
number of syllables in that word. Then try clapping the syllables. The first one is done 
for you.

September  ___ Pentagon ___ Pennsylvania ___  

happening ___ darkness ___ terrorist ___ 

v v v 3
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Name:



Day Two                  // one minute 

September 11 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion
Have you ever been really scared like Kim White was on September 11? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Tell your partner. Then listen to your partner tell about a scary time.  

 I told my story 

 I listened to my partner’s story

The World Trade Center in New York City had two towers. Both were 110 stories high.
About 20,000 people worked in each tower.

On the morning of September 11, 2001, people were getting to work. Some people 
were at their desks checking emails, while others were drinking coffee. Kim White 
was on the 80th floor. All of a sudden, the building started to shake. Kim watched 66
what was happening on the TV in her office. A plane had crashed into the building. 82
People started screaming. Then the power went out and there was darkness 94
everywhere. Elevators did not work. People started running down the stairs. 105

Then a second plane hit the other tower. People were crying and screaming. They 119
did not know if their friends and co-workers were alive. 130

Both towers collapsed. Many people were trapped inside. The police and firefighters 142
worked for hours to help people. About 3,000 people died that day. Many of the 157
dead were firefighters. 160

That same morning, a third plane hit the Pentagon. Then a fourth plane crashed in 175
Pennsylvania. 176

No one knew why the United States had been attacked. President Bush spoke to the 191
nation that night. He said that there had been "an apparent terrorist attack.” Later, 205
the world learned that the attack came from Al Qaeda.  215
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